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Introduction

An array of five Coherent Ionospheric Doppler Receivers 

(CIDRs) has been established in the North Eastern United 

States. As shown on the map below, four of the receivers 

(Cornell, S.U.N.Y. Oneonta, Siena College, and M.I.T 

Haystack) are distributed over approximately 400 km of 

longitude at about 54 geomagnetic latitude. A fifth receiver 

has been deployed south of the primary chain at Wallops 

Island. This summer a sixth receiver will be positioned north of 

the primary array in the Adirondack Mountains. 

Summary

 An array of CIDRs is operating in the North East United States

(NECA). The array is capable of investigating medium scale

mid-latitude irregularities in the vicinity of the ionospheric trough

and equatorward boundary of the auroral oval.

 We compared CIDR and GPS latitudinal TEC profiles and

examined dSTEC spectra for observations during distinctly

different local time and magnetic conditions.

 TECs inferred from the CIDRs are compared to TEC

determined from the global GPS network. The comparisons are

generally favorable. Differences may be attributable to the

assumed VTEC value at the beginning of the satellite pass,

GPS satellite and receiver biases, RFI, rapid spatial and

temporal variations in TEC.

 The dSTEC spectra for each receiver and the power law fits

(up to .1 Hz) are similar. The slope of the spectral fits are

steeper near noon than near midnight. For a given local time,

there is no clear change in the power law slope between high

and low magnetic activity.

Future Work: Evaluate other methods for providing the

assumed VTEC. Evaluate comparing CIDR and GPS

observations of dTEC. Reexamine the dSTEC spectra using

improvements to the analysis. Consider a larger number of

cases.

The receivers of the North East CIDR Array (NECA) 

determine the rate of change in the TEC (ROT) from the 

down converted differential Doppler shift obtained from VHF 

and UHF beacons on low-earth-orbiting satellites. The 

relative slant TEC can be obtained by integrating the ROT 

measurements in time.

NECA was established, in part, to observe and characterize 

intermediate scale (~1 to 10 km) irregularities (ISI). 

Specifically:

 How often are ISI observed?

 How does the ISI occurrence frequency depend on 

magnetic conditions?

 How does the occurrence frequency relate spatially to 

the auroral oval and mid-latitude trough?

 How do ISIs  vary with longitude across the array?

In this poster, we present an initial comparison of TEC

inferred from CIDR observations and TEC obtained from

the global network of GPS satellites. Comparisons of the

CIDR and GPS observations are done for local noon and

local midnight for a relatively quiet interval preceding a

more active period. We will also examine the power

spectra of the dSTEC observed by the CIDRs in the

context of the observed large scale TEC variations
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The dSTEC, relative slant and vertical TEC, and ROTI observed by the Oneonta CIDR during a pass at 16:22 UT on May 11,

2005 are shown in the figure to the left. The fourth panel in this plot shows the trajectory of the satellite and the E and F

region pierce points. (These summary plots will be available for the entire database in September, 2010. Summary plots

through June 22nd, 2009 are available in an older version at www.cidrarray.org). An MIT Haystack Observatory global map of

TEC obtained from a network of GPS observations for the same time period is shown to the right.

In the absence of tomographic and assimilative techniques to determine latitude profiles of VTEC, we assume that horizontal

gradients in the electron density are small and infer the VTEC from the measured dSTEC and the adjacent VTEC in an

iterative manner

We must assume a value of VTEC at the start of the satellite pass to determine VTEC along the satellite pass. In general this

values was selected to be a fraction of the TEC observed by GPS at the start of the satellite pass.
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The TEC inferred from the Oneonta and Millstone Hill CIDRs is plotted with the TEC obtained from the MIT/Haystack global

GPS analysis near the location of the satellite track (left). The pass occurred near local noon on May 11, 2005 during a

period when Dst was relatively small. Power spectra of the dSTEC observations by the Oneonta and MIT/Haystack

receivers shown to the right. In both cases a similar power law dependence for large to medium scale structures is

observed.

May 15, 2005 is a magnetically active day. From 6 to 18

UT Kp was 8-, 7+, 4, 4. The provisional Dst index from the

World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, shows that

a moderate magnetic storm occurs on this day following a

large transition in the IMF Bz component from south to

north (National Geophysical Data Center).
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Same format as above. The pass considered here occurred near local midnight on May 12, 2005 during a period when Dst

was relatively small. The CIDR and GPS TEC values are roughly half of the daytime values and show a significant

depression between 45 and 55 degrees latitude. The power law dependence of the MIT Haystack and Oneonta spectra are

smaller than the observations near noon.

Same format as above. The pass considered here occurred near local noon on May 16, 2005 during a significant

depression in Dst. The CIDR and GPS TEC are enhanced over the more quiet noon period. The power law dependence of

the spectra are similar to that observed near local noon on the more quiet day.

Same format as above. The pass considered here occurred near local midnight on May 17, 2005 during a significant

depression in Dst. The CIDR and GPS TEC are slightly enhanced over the more quiet midnight period. The power law

dependence of the spectra are similar to that observed near local midnight on the more quiet day.

Visit us at http://CIDRArray.org
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